
TimeClock—Simple and Affordable
TimeClock™ defines practicality in today’s workplace.TimeClock 
arrives ready to “plug and play” with no additional software to 
install, making start up and continued use exceptionally easy. 
Employees can clock in and out with the swipe of a card or by 
using a Personal Identification Number (PIN). With the optional 
PrintReader, employees can also clock in and out using this 
system designed for biometric verification. 

Online timekeeping data 
management makes it easy to view, edit, and run reports using 
your web browser while flexibility and affordability make the 
TimeClock ideal for just about any workforce.

Product Overview

Feature Specifics

Punch Data Collection

TimeClock primarily collects employee 
punch data through using a personal 
identification number (PIN) or with 
the swipe of a card with the badge 
reader feature.

TimeClock can also be synced with 
WebClock, which creates an 
additional option for employees to 
clock in/out via a web browser and 
view their time cards online. 

Features

TimeClock doesn’t require a 
dedicated line, just a standard 
analog phone/fax line, making it 
a practical and simple solution 
for a wide variety of workplace 
environments. 

TimeClock can also be easily wall 
mounted, and with its “plug and 
play” setup provides  fantastic 
ease of use, maximum flexibility 
and superior affordability.  

Connectivity

TimeClock connects  to the Internet 
through an Analog (standard phone/fax) 
line for data transmission.  

And because TimeClock can store punches 
internally, it can be brought on-site to 
collect punches wherever  a  power source 
is available, from a standard wall mount 
to a car adapter. Then simply connect 
TimeClock back to the analog fax/phone 
line to transmit punch data via the web. 

“Plug and Play” Setup

TimeClock offers an extremely easy to use and quick 
setup format. There is no additional software to install 
or programming required. With numerous accessories 
and options, all at an affordable price, Timeclock 
offers some of the best value of any timekeeping 
device available. 
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PrintReader™ is an add-on 
biometric device, added 
to the TimeClock 330/380 
through a simple hardware 
upgrade that provides 
fingerprint identification 
and reduces the costly ex-
pense of “buddy punching.”
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330/380: Available Functionality

PUNCH IN/OUT OPTIONS AVAILABLILTY

Magnetic Stripe Card 3

PIN (Personal Identification Number) Entry 3

WebClock Web Browser (sold separately) 3

PrintReader Biometric Fingerprint (sold Separately) 3

HARDWARE OPTIONS AVAILABLILTY

Reprogram Existing/Third-party Trans 330/380 3

HARDWARE SETUP AVAILABLILTY

Wall Mount Option 3

CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS AVAILABLILTY

Analog (Fax/Phone) 3

“Best Fit for the TimeClock 330/380” - Practical Application

TimeClock is ideal for employers desiring a combination of exceptional ease of use, flexibility and affordability. TimeClock 
can be set up and conveniently placed on site in minutes, and offers employees the option to clock in/out with both 
a swipe card or personal identification number (PIN) access.  And with the PrintReader Biometric Fingerprint and 
WebClock web browser features, TimeClock is as versatile as it is easy.

The TimeClock 330/380 is an excellent and  popular choice for employers seeking maximum ease of use, 
outstanding flexibility and unparalleled options, all at an affordable price. 

Accesory Guide

PrintReader
Add a PrintReader unit for biometric fingerprint punching.

Automotive Power Converter
Power your TimeClock from a standard automotive 12-volt
power outlet.

Badge Card Clip
Add a badge card clip to employee time cards. 

Wireless Phone Jack
Enable a TimeClock to be relocated in a building where a phone line 
(Analog) is not accessible by created an additional phone port.

Data Extraction Kit
Used to extract punches from a TimeClock that is unable to transmit
over the phone. Requres PC. Includes cable and instruction CD.

Custom Account Configuration (Scripting)
Need to customize account functionality? Ask us about our Custom
Scripting and Custom File Formats.

Wall Mounting Kit (TC 330/380)
Upgrade your TimeClock 330/380 wall-mount hardware with a 
high-grade plastic mounting kit.

P250 Printer
Add an external punch printer to your TimeClock unit, allowing
employees to print a recipt of their punch.

TimeClock Outdoor Case
Use an outdoor case to protect your TimeClock in locations where
they are vulnerable to harsh conditions.

Badge Rack
Protect your badge cards from bending, damage,general wear and
tear, or loss with a durable steel 40-card badge rack.

Badge Cards (TC 330/380)
Take advantage of custom full-color, black and white, generic, encded
and “Mango” proximity badge cards.

Badge Swipe Cleaner
Clears the TimeClock magnetic badge reader.


